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Looking After Our
Stakeholders
The Honda philosophy is based on respect for the 
individual—respecting the diff erences among us and 
maintaining relationships based on fairness and trust. It 
is also based on what our founder, Soichiro Honda, called 
the Three Joys: the joys of buying, selling and creating. This 
philosophy forms the foundation of our activities and is 
seen in the many eff orts we take to foster good relations 
with our stakeholders, actively working to please them and 
making conscientious eff orts to minimize any potentially 
negative eff ects our actions may have. This is how we strive 
to be a company society wants to exist.
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In harmony with the Three Joys principle, Honda 

has always worked closely with its dealerships 

to maximize customer satisfaction. Every step 

of the way, from marketing and sales to after-

sales service, the people at our dealerships are 

focused on earning and maintaining the trust 

of our customers, always seeking to deliver 

genuine satisfaction.

Working to maximize lifelong
customer satisfaction
Honda works in close partnership with its 

automobile dealerships to provide the warmest 

possible welcome for our customers and ensure 

compliance with our policies. We make sure 

those interested in our products are given clear 

explanations and a level of service that leads to 

genuine customer satisfaction. 

In April 2005 Honda and its dealers came 

together to defi ne our approach to customer 

satisfaction. The result was a key principle: we 

want to ensure that no one’s contact with us 

is limited to a single encounter. We do our 

best to ensure that each customer enjoys a 

satisfying, lifelong relationship with Honda and 

its products.

In March 2006 Honda integrated all 

automobile dealerships in Japan under the 

Honda Cars brand. All Honda automobiles are 

available through any Honda Cars dealership, 

making our sales network more accessible and 

enhancing customer satisfaction.

Personalized follow-up
Starting in October 2006, Honda instituted an 

upgrade to its after-sales service procedures 

designed to enhance customer satisfaction. For 

example, dealer representatives consult each 

customer at the time of purchase as to whether 

they prefer to be notifi ed by telephone or email 

regarding scheduled vehicle maintenance. 

Through this kind of personalized service, we 

are striving to strengthen relationships with our 

customers.

Strengthening the customer
support functions of the Honda 
C-card
Seeking to enhance the experience of each 

customer who visits a Honda dealership in 

Japan, Honda has introduced special member 

support services to enhance the Honda C-card 

system.

In addition to functioning as a credit card, 

the Honda C-card off ers cash rebates, special 

services accessible only to members, and a 

charity contribution system in which Honda 

donates a certain percentage of customer 

purchases to charity. The service began in 

October 1995. Some 920,000 customers were 

registered as of March 2007.

Starting October 2006, newly 

issued cards have been labeled to 

indicate Honda C-card membership 

and the availability of enhanced 

services. Holders of these cards can 

have their vehicle’s maintenance 

history displayed at any dealership 

or via the Internet, and are able to 

notify the Honda C-card network of 

a change of address at any time. To 

further broaden the range of options, 

the Honda C-card is now available 

without credit card functionality. This 

version can be issued on the spot.

Our Approach to Customer
Satisfaction

Enhancing Customer
Satisfaction

Honda C-card (with credit card function)

Honda C-card (without credit card function)

Our Customers 
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• Charitable contributions in proportion to 
purchases

Since FY1996, Honda has contributed a 

fixed percentage of customer purchases 

via the Honda C-card service to the 

Japanese Red Cross and the Japan UNICEF 

Association. In 2007 

Honda donated 

approximately 73.6 

million yen—0.05% of 

total FY2007 Honda C-card 

purchases of 147.2 billion 

yen—bringing its total 

contributions to date to 

512.57 million yen.

Strengthening support operations
at Honda dealerships
Honda engages in a range of dealer support 

initiatives, including expert consultation services, 

to enhance the quality of service off ered at our 

dealerships and ensure that Honda customers 

everywhere receive the same high level of 

service.

Honda Consulting Co., Ltd. was established in 

FY2006 with the mission of providing associate 

education. In FY2007 we strengthened its 

staff  and services to enhance its ability to 

provide superior management consulting for 

dealerships, including guidance on how to 

recruit capable graduates and welcome them 

as new associates.

• Training dealership associates 

To ensure that our customers’ vehicles are 

repaired promptly, Honda provides personnel 

at its automobile dealerships around the world 

with superior training and the most advanced 

diagnostic and repair equipment available. 

Soichiro Honda once said that when we work 

on a customer’s car, we are actually working on 

that customer’s feelings toward Honda. We put 

that thought into practice, ensuring that the 

people who deliver Honda service understand 

this underlying philosophy. 

Providing dealerships with
feedback from surveys
To understand how best to serve our customers, 

Honda conducts periodic customer satisfaction 

surveys. A sample of customers is sent a survey, 

the responses are compiled and analyzed, 

and suggestions for service enhancement are 

communicated to dealerships. 

Honda Automobile Service Technicians’ Competition (Nov. 2006)

Operating Officer Manabu Nishimae (left) presents a donation from 
Honda to the Japan UNICEF Association at a June 2007 ceremony

Conferring with customers at a dealership

Customer satisfaction survey fl ow

Customer Dealership

Honda

Service
enhancements

Survey response

Feedback based on 
compilation and analysis 
of survey data

Honda Cars

H

Our Customers 
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Innovations to facilitate
appropriate product use
To help ensure that customers use our products 

appropriately and safely, Honda provides a 

comprehensive range of support information 

via user manuals, websites, informational 

DVDs and other media. Topics covered 

include product features, user instructions and 

cautionary notes. Information is presented in 

an easy-to-understand format designed to help 

customers get the maximum value from their 

purchase.

To ensure that safety information is properly 

presented and any potential hazards associated 

with our products are communicated clearly, 

Honda established the Hazard Communication 

Standard in 1991. Appropriate cautionary 

labels are affi  xed to all Honda products sold 

worldwide in accordance with our stringent 

standards.

 

Enhancing our customer 
relations system 
The Customer Relations Center has a 

straightforward slogan—For the customer. 
Its mission: to handle enquiries from Honda 

customers politely, clearly and quickly, delivering 

the same high quality in our communications as 

in our products.

In FY2007 staffi  ng was increased at our 24/7 

call center to better respond to an increasing 

number of calls on weekends and holidays.* 

As a result, a total of 203,003 enquiries were 

handled in FY2007—106.8% of the previous 

year’s total.

Valuable information is received by our 

Customer Relations Center in the form of 

customer questions, suggestions, requests 

and complaints. It is communicated to our 

associates in research, production, service 

and sales, then applied to the ongoing 

enhancement of our operations. A system is 

in place to allow all directors and associates 

access to this information—stripped, of 

course, of customers’ personal information 

to protect their privacy—enabling ideas for 

improvement to be gathered from inside and 

outside the division to which the customer 

communication was originally directed. 

Customer Relations 
Center Activities

Web-based automobile owner’s manual (Japan market)

Customer Relations Center

Looking after our customers

Customer

Honda

Dealership

Enquiry Response

Feedback

Report

Request for 
documents

Request for 
directions to 
nearby dealer

Product 
malfunction report

Customer Relations 
Center

Service division

Honda Cars

H

Contact

Enquiry

* In Japan, calls are 
received by operators 
from 9am to 5pm, and by 
a computerized answering 
system outside these 
hours.

Looking After Our
Stakeholders
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associates, include sections on privacy policy 

and the handling of confi dential information. 

Furthermore, in response to the introduction 

of Japan’s Personal Information Protection Act 

in 2005, Honda established a privacy policy 

to ensure compliance with all applicable 

laws and regulations. Under its provisions, 

personal information is not to be disclosed 

without the explicit permission of the person 

concerned, strict personal information security 

is maintained, and proper safeguards are in 

place to protect against unauthorized disclosure 

of information. An Information Confi dentiality 

Committee was also created to enforce 

this policy and ensure optimal handling of 

information issues. Honda is obliged to provide 

written notifi cation if any personal information 

is used in the creation of databases, or when 

the collection or handling of such information is 

entrusted to an external contractor.

Working closely with dealers
to protect customers’ personal
information 
Honda provides guidance to associates at 

dealerships on the appropriate rules for 

handling the personal information of our 

customers. We hold seminars and distribute 

manuals to ensure that everyone is fully aware 

of the proper procedures. To ensure vigilance 

with respect to this important issue, dealership 

associates are issued information disclosure 

prevention checklists, along with a pocket 

manual on protecting personal information.

Protecting confi dentiality: 
the Honda C-card 
To help protect confi dentiality, our Honda 

C-cards do not contain any personal 

information.

Surveying customers to enhance
service quality
In an eff ort to promote quality service, in 

June 2006 Honda surveyed 400 visitors to the 

Customer Relations Center enquiries section of 

our website to assess customer satisfaction with 

the service they received. The results showed 

86% approval. Based on such information, we 

continually strive to improve our handling of 

client enquiries and optimize the quality of our 

services.

Honda’s Customer Relations Center has also 

initiated its own service quality survey to assess 

the skills of the associates handling customer 

enquiries.

The Voice of the Customer initiative
Our affi  liates in Thailand and the Philippines 

have adopted the model of Honda customer 

service established in Japan, North America 

and Europe. They are engaged in an initiative 

called VOC—Voice of the Customer*—in which 

information gathered in handling customer 

enquiries is analyzed and suggestions for 

improvement are conveyed to appropriate 

divisions. In FY2008 like-

minded programs are 

scheduled to begin in the 

rapidly expanding markets 

of China and Malaysia, with 

dedicated departments 

handling the assignment. 

Plans are proceeding on a 

similar initiative in India.

The development of our privacy
policy
Honda’s Conduct Guidelines, which were 

enacted in 2003 to guide the actions of 

Protecting Personal 
Information and Preventing
Disclosure of Sensitive Data 

VOC in action in Thailand

* An initiative designed 
to enhance customer 
satisfaction in which the 
entire organization is 
involved on an ongoing 
and systematic basis.

Our Customers 
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ColumnFounding Spirit

Helping the world get things done

Along with motorcycles and automobiles, the power products 
business has long been a fundamental part of our operations. 
Founder Soichiro Honda watched farmers working in the 1950s 
and thought, “Their work would be so much easier if they had 
motorized equipment. I could make so many people happy with my 
technology!” That was the dream—and the guiding principle—that 
got things started. 
But the agricultural equipment market in Japan in those days was 
dominated by several established manufacturers. Nobody thought 
a new startup could succeed. Determined to build something from 
nothing, though, in 1952 Soichiro declared his resolve to make 
agricultural generators, setting out to leverage his company’s 
strength in compact gasoline engines. In October 1953 Honda 
unveiled its fi rst original power product: the Type H engine. From 
that starting point, Honda continued to take advantage of its 
fundamental strength in engine technology, going on to develop 
many more innovative products. Today, along with power product 
engines, Honda also produces tillers, portable generators, marine 
outboards, pumps, lawnmowers, snow blowers and electric carts, as 
well as 4-wheel scooters, household cogeneration units, solar power 
panels and a diverse range of other power products. 
In May 2006 Honda Power Products Division reached a production 
milestone of 70 million units. Today, Honda power products are 
sold in over 150 countries and used by over six million customers. 
In everything from farming to fi shing, Honda power products help 
people get their work done and enjoy their lives to the fullest. 
Appreciated the world over, they take many diff erent shapes and 
have many diff erent functions, but they all embody the same spirit—
the spirit of our founder, whose greatest desire was to help people 
realize their dreams. This same desire defi nes Honda Power Products’ 
mission for the future. We want to put smiles on people’s faces and 
help them get things done all over the world.

Helping people get things done: 
Soichiro Honda was determined 
to take the company into the 
power products business.

A Honda snow blower lightens the load for this snowbound country dweller
Applying innovation and advanced technology, Honda has developed a full lineup of snow 
blowers, from compact to full-sized, that anyone can operate with ease and confi dence. Photo: 
the HSM1560i, a mid-sized hybrid model.

Our portable generators: for leisure, utility and emergency use
Honda’s fi rst generator, released in 1965, was one of the world’s fi rst portable generators. Meeting the 
need for a light, compact, fuel-effi  cient, low-noise generator, Honda became the standard for a high-
quality, stable electricity supply with superior environmental performance. Photo: EU3000is A-type 
low-noise generator.

The Type H engine, released in 1953

Supporting marine lifestyles: Honda outboards
“Moving across the surface without dirtying the water underneath.” That was the goal Honda’s 
founder declared when the company released its fi rst marine outboard in 1964. Honda helps 
support marine lifestyles by developing and producing high-performance outboards based on 
environmentally responsible, low-noise, fuel-effi  cient 4-stroke engines. Photo: the BF75, a mid-
sized outboard.

Looking After Our
Stakeholders

Chapter  
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Growth through long-term
relationships
A single Honda automobile is made of 20,000 

to 30,000 parts. Manufacturing our automobiles 

and other products depends on close 

cooperation with our business partners who 

supply the necessary parts and materials. As our 

manufacturing base has expanded globally, the 

trust-based relationships we have established 

with thousands of suppliers around the world 

have become crucial to maintaining stable 

production and fulfi lling our commitment to 

the continuing enhancement of quality and 

advanced product functionality. 

Recognizing the importance of our 

relationship with our suppliers, Honda 

is building long-term relationships and 

growing hand-in-hand with our business 

partners.

Building trust on the basis of three
purchasing principles
Seeking to foster the trust of our business 

partners worldwide, we take care to respect 

all prevailing laws and regulations, maintain 

fairness in our relationships, set equitable 

conditions and use appropriate practices, always 

respecting the independence of our suppliers 

and treating them as equals in accordance with 

our three purchasing principles.

Evaluating and selecting 
suppliers fairly
In striving for growth through long-term 

relationships, Honda’s purchasing division 

takes care to provide equal opportunity to any 

supplier who seeks to do business with us. 

We choose suppliers via fair processes while 

respecting their independence and treating 

them as equals.

When purchasing parts and materials, 

we select a business partner by impartially 

comparing and evaluating various candidates 

based on technological strength, product 

quality, timeliness of delivery, cost, fi nancial 

state, regulatory compliance, environmental 

record, handling of confi dential information and 

other factors. Contracts with suppliers are based 

on requirements of compliance with prevailing 

laws and regulations.

Rules and guidelines for fair
procurement
To ensure fairness in our transactions with 

suppliers, our Conduct Guidelines explicitly 

prohibit associates from inappropriately 

exercising their position or authority to exact or 

provide improper benefi ts in their relations with 

our business partners.

The Honda Purchasing Division provides 

orientation sessions for all newly hired 

associates to ensure compliance with anti-

trust laws, Japan’s revised Act Against Delay 

in Payment of Subcontract Proceeds to 

Subcontractors Law and other laws. Periodically, 

and whenever this or other relevant laws are 

amended, the Purchasing Division arranges 

orientation sessions to ensure that associates 

are fully aware of our legal obligations. In June 

2006 sessions were held to explain prohibitions 

on insider trading.

1. Procurement based on free competition
• Through free competition, we will build greater global competitiveness.

• We will open our doors to all suppliers around the world.
• We will seek to realize stable procurement of quality goods in the right volumes, at the 

right times and at the right price.

2. Treating all suppliers equally

• We will treat all suppliers as our equals, regardless of their size.

3. Respecting the independence of suppliers
• We will respect the independence, policies, technology and expertise of our suppliers.

• We expect suppliers to compete vigorously and choose their own business path.

Our objective: to foster long-term relationships through the timely 
procurement of fi ne goods at reasonable prices.

Our three purchasing principles

Our purchasing guidelines

Purchasing

Our Fundamental Approach 
to Suppliers

Our Suppliers
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Making purchasing policy
transparent
As part of our eff ort to ensure transparency in 

purchasing, we hold annual meetings with our 

suppliers to optimize procurement QCD (quality, 

cost and delivery). At a March 2007 meeting 

in Japan attended by some 270 fi rms, Honda 

and its suppliers reaffi  rmed policies aimed at 

strengthening our production capacity through 

the reinforcement of local manufacturing and 

procurement and through rapid international 

communications. This was done to help 

maintain stable product quality and supply 

in all motorcycle, automobile and power 

product operations. Holding purchasing policy 

conferences in various countries, we’re making 

every eff ort to clearly communicate how 

our policies and strategies are to be applied 

everywhere we do business.

We also hold New Year’s awards ceremonies 

and celebrations with suppliers who have made 

particularly signifi cant contributions to QCD in 

their area. In FY2007, 50 fi rms received awards in 

Japan.

Enhancing quality in partnership 
with our suppliers
Faced with increasingly diverse customer needs 

and rising expectations of product quality, 

Honda depends on its strong partnerships 

with suppliers to deliver products with superior 

QCD. To ensure that high product quality is 

maintained, Honda’s R&D and purchasing 

experts must work closely with our suppliers 

right from the initial stages of product 

development, exchanging opinions and 

information to enhance safety, functionality, 

environmental performance and other 

factors. For example, representatives from the 

purchasing department visit suppliers’ factories 

and inspect production processes to ensure 

that our need for a stable supply of high quality 

products at a reasonable cost is fully satisfi ed.

Honda will continue to work closely with its 

suppliers to further enhance QCD and provide 

our customers with a level of satisfaction that 

exceeds their expectations.

Promoting environmentally
responsible procurement
Seeking to take an environmentally responsible 

approach to procurement of parts and materials, 

Honda established Green Purchasing Guidelines 

in December 2001. By sharing information on 

parameters and targets with our suppliers, 

we’re collectively improving our environmental 

performance.

We have nearly achieved our objective of 

eliminating the use of lead, mercury, hexavalent 

chromium and cadmium—heavy metals 

viewed as substances of concern—in our 

automobile, motorcycle and power product 

manufacturing.

Using Honda’s Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 

system*, we are working with our suppliers to 

assess the environmental impact of each stage 

of the manufacturing process, and to reduce 

CO2 emissions and landfi ll waste.

To promote the establishment of 

environmental management systems, we are 

supporting our suppliers’ eff orts to acquire     

ISO 14001 environmental management 

certifi cation. We’re pleased to say that 98% of 

our suppliers in Japan—a total of 403 fi rms—

have been certifi ed as of March 2007.

We also hold Green Conferences to 

share information on better environmental 

management and help reduce the impact of 

our activities on the environment.

Cooperative Ventures with
Suppliers

Awards ceremony at suppliers’ banquet

* Honda’s LCA system 
is used to quantitatively 
assess the environmental 
impact associated with 
its business operations, 
including motorcycle, 
automobile and power 
product manufacturing, 
from production through 
disposal.

Looking After Our
Stakeholders
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Three principles of personnel management

1. Respecting independence

Honda expects associates to express their individuality and independence. As our founder said, “He who 

knows best should speak up, and he who can do best should act.” In that spirit, today’s associates are 

encouraged to think for themselves, take action and accept responsibility. Associates interested in earning 

new qualifi cations are expected to volunteer to take on the challenge.  Anyone with ideas and proposals 

is expected to express them. In all things, the independence and ambitions of individual associates are 

accorded respect.

2. Ensuring fairness

Honda off ers a simple compensation system with the same fair rewards for anyone with similar abilities 

handling similar work with similar results, without regard for race or nationality or gender, making no 

distinctions on the basis of educational associations or career history, and objectively assessing each 

person’s individual strengths and aptitudes. Honda is careful to handle appointments and personnel 

deployment issues fairly and in a manner appropriate to the individual’s abilities and aptitudes.

3. Fostering mutual trust

Honda believes that the building of the foundation of trust that binds the company and the employee 

starts with tolerance and mutual respect.

In accordance with the emphasis on 

independence, fairness and trust that emerges 

from our basic principle of respect for the 

individual, Honda believes that human beings 

are born to think, create and express their 

individuality, thus realizing their hopes and 

dreams. 

We strive to attract individuals who share 

this belief and who will respect each other’s 

individuality. We seek to foster an atmosphere 

of mutual trust and fairness in which our 

associates are able to realize their potential 

and share in the joy of creating new value for 

society. 

Our goal is to maintain organizational 

structures and personnel policies in areas 

such as recruitment, training, evaluation 

and assignments that foster a free and open 

atmosphere, encouraging each associate 

to face new challenges and achieve new 

successes. We seek to create an environment 

in which each person’s ambitions, abilities and 

potential can be fully developed. 

Fundamental Personnel
Policy

Independence Trust

Challenge Sincerity

Fairness

Equal opportunity

Honda’s fundamental personnel policy

• “He who knows best should speak 
up”

• “He who can do best should act”
• Unrestrained self-expression

• Equal opportunity
• Free competition—ability and 
achievement are basic 
prerequisites

• Company and associates
• Between associates
• Company and labor unions

* The data displayed on 
pages 55-61 represents 
aggregate values for 
Honda Motor and three 
main affi  liates: Honda R&D, 
Honda Engineering and 
Honda Access.

Our Associates*
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Human rights education
When an individual fi rst enters the company 

or is promoted to a higher position, he or she 

receives educational guidance on human rights 

based on Honda’s basic principle of respect for 

the individual.

Hiring based on individual merit
Even in the days when Japanese corporations 

tended to favor employing only graduates of a 

few elite educational institutions, Honda had an 

open-door employment policy, hiring the most 

capable and motivated individuals available. 

In addition to hiring new graduates, we also 

welcome talented individuals in mid-career, 

enriching the company with a diverse mix of 

personalities and experience.

Beginning in July 2007, Honda instituted 

a policy of encouraging associates who left 

the company to care for a family member or 

accompany a transferred spouse to reapply 

when it becomes possible for them to return.

Employment of people with
disabilities
Honda provides jobs to people with disabilities 

at its facilities in Japan in an eff ort to expand 

their employment opportunities. We also off er 

employment at our affi  liates, Honda Sun, Honda 

Sun R&D and Kibounosato Honda. We strive 

to create environments that allow those with 

disabilities to work alongside those without 

disabilities, and to make adaptations to ensure 

that workplaces and opportunities are fully 

accessible.

Employment of individuals with disabilities 

at Honda factories in Japan currently stands at 

some 2.21%, well above the legally prescribed 

level of 1.8%.

Rehiring retirees
In view of dwindling birth rates, the need to 

reinforce the social insurance system in Japan, 

and the importance of passing on the technical 

expertise crucial to the functioning of the 

workplace, since April 2003 Honda has had in 

place  policies to create opportunities for those 

associates who reach the retirement age of 60—

even before the introduction of laws governing 

the employment of retired individuals.

Ensuring Diversity in
Employment

Employment of individuals with disabilities*

400

200

912

Number of individuals

2.19 2.29 2.15
2.21

942 935 952 979

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

800

600

1,000

1

2

3

(%)

Percentage of employment

2.17

(year)

Designated affi  liates

Hiring of new graduates (year) 

Hiring of people in mid-career (FY) 

Re-employment of retirees (FY)

Company name Established Operations

Honda Sun Co., Ltd. 1981
Manufacturing of components for motorcycles, automobiles and 
power products (speedometers, glove compartments, etc.)

Kibounosato Honda Co., Ltd. 1985
Assembly of pistons, case covers, knuckles and other 
automobile components

Honda Sun R&D Co., Ltd. 1992
Research and development of CAD design: transportation and 
rehabilitation equipment

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Men 645 701 744 806 1,084

Women 127 107 111 121 170

Total 772 808 855 927 1,254

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 (plan)

Men 96 91 241 551 −

Women 5 16 15 22 −

Total 101 107 256 573 810

2004 2005 2006 2007

Requested by associate 120 91 68 120

Requested by company 16 13 8 23

Total associates 136 104 76 143

* Laws governing the 
employment of people 
with disabilities stipulate 
that employment of one 
individual with a serious 
disability is equivalent 
to employing two 
less severely disabled 
individuals. Data depicted 
in the graph is current as 
of June 1 of each year.

Looking After Our
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An approach based on 
on-the-job training
Honda’s approach to personnel education 
is based on on-the-job training: building 
specialized skills and professional capacity 
through direct experience.

Seeking to promote truly effective on-the-job 
training, Honda has designed programs finely 
tuned to match the technical and technological 

content and aptitude levels of each specialty and 
occupational grade, with specific targets for the 
development of job performance, specialized 
knowledge and ability in each area. The results 
of these programs provide a way to check the 
specialized skills and managerial capabilities 
of individual associates, while also helping 
supervisors assess and foster the aptitudes of the 
associates they manage.

To supplement these on-the-job training 
programs, Honda also offers off-the-job training 
designed to provide associates opportunities 
to develop specialized skills and enhance their 

Developing People’s Abilities

On-the-chance training

Off-the-job training

Self-improvement On-the-job training

Gaining knowledge and expertise through 
experience
•  On-the-job training program
•  Special interest training groups

Opportunities for education and
growth outside the workplace
• NH Circles/proposals for 

improvement
•  Language learning/distance 

education
•  Inter-industry exchanges

Providing opportunities for associates to display and develop abilities
• Assigning and accepting proposals for new roles

Acquiring new knowledge
and expertise outside the 
workplace
• Training programs

Job (workplace)

Basic approach to training

Basic approach to personnel training

Qualification Selection Specialization Career development Skill development Management training

Off-the-job training at Honda—an overview

Manager 
Senior Staff 

Engineer
Chief Engineer

Executive Chief 
Engineer

Staff

Technician
Engineering Staff

Engineering 
Coordinator

Administrative 
Coordinator

Engineer

Senior Engineer 
Staff Engineer

Assistant Manager
Assistant Chief 

Engineer

Senior management training

Staff Engineer rank 
certification training

Training for Assistant Chief  
Engineer rank

Training for Engineering 
Coordinator rank

Honda Fundamental Course
(Advanced)

NH 
Circles

Improvement 
proposals

KT 
(Kepner-Tregoe)  

Methods

TQM 
(Total Quality  
Management)

Quality 
training

Health and safety 
education

Honda Fundamental Course
(Basic)

Company-wide program Facility-specific program

Open 
college

Language 
education

Distance 
education

Special 
interest

Specialized 
skills training

Management certification training

Middle management training

Honda management school

Senior management skills development course

Junior management skills development course
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ColumnFounding Spirit

careers by developing new skills or management 

abilities.

To support associates who wish to take the 

initiative to learn new skills, acquire knowledge 

and cultivate themselves in order to fully realize 

their own potential, we also off er opportunities 

for language learning, distance education and 

inter-industry exchanges.

• Principal off -the-job training programs

At Honda, we match a combination of on-the-

job and off -the-job training to our associates’ 

aptitudes and aspirations in an eff ort to help 

them improve their abilities. Our off -the-job 

training program is divided into three main 

areas, with separate training programs for each 

level.

Motivational programs that
encourage independence
• Honda’s self-expression system

Under Honda’s self-expression system, associates 

meet with their supervisors once a year to discuss 

what work they would like to do or what section 

they would like to join, based on their own 

experience, abilities, talents and independent 

studies. By consulting with their supervisors 

and expressing their ambitions for the future, 

associates are able to better understand their 

own personal strengths and aptitudes, while 

at the same time clarifying their everyday work 

objectives based on a vision of the future. Honda 

has established this system to systematically 

support associates in their own eff orts to grow 

and develop.

• Our Challenger Recruiting Program

Honda’s Challenger Recruiting Program spurs 

associates to set and attain their own goals. 

With the aim of increasing their motivation and 

helping them realize their potential, campaigns 

are conducted twice yearly to give associates 

the opportunity to apply for new positions. 

Since its inception in September 2005, the 

program has helped 303 associates take on 

challenging new assignments.

Evaluations based on dialogue
Honda emphasizes two-way communication 

as the key to associate evaluation. Provisions 

are made for at least three meetings per 

year between each associate and his or her 

supervisor.

Conferences are held with individual 

associates each April to determine their 

assignments in accordance with divisional 

objectives. In June and again in December, 

the supervisor evaluates the associate’s work 

for the preceding six months, explains the 

evaluation and off ers specifi c suggestions 

for improvement. During these meetings, 

1. Self-improvement training (career development)

2. Work performance training (skill development)

3. Collaboration training (management training)

Fostering talent through motor sports

In 1954, when Honda was still selling motorized bicycles, founder Soichiro Honda 
audaciously declared the company’s intention to participate in the Isle of Man TT Races. 
Only six years later Honda captured fi rst place. The company then turned its attention to 
Formula One, completing an F1-ready racetrack in Suzuka in 1962 before launching its 
F1 challenge two years later, in 1964. By 1965 the upstart automobile manufacturer had 
already won its fi rst Grand Prix race. The initiative shown by Soichiro Honda, who was 
determined to take his company to the pinnacle of world motor sports, lives on. Today 
Honda is active in F1, MotoGP, IndyCar and many other motor sports activities. The 
fi erce competition of motor sports gives many young Honda engineers the chance to 
improve their skills and teamwork. It also gives these young individuals the opportunity 
to show the initiative that has always driven the company to the top—to taste the spirit of challenge that built Honda. For us, motor sports 
is a laboratory on wheels where engineers learn to overcome problems—in a battle against time, and always grow in the process. Personal 
initiative is in our DNA, and it’s the source of our creativity.

1955: Honda’s fi rst team to enter 
the Mount Asama Volcano 
Motorcycle Race. Honda’s 
laboratory on wheels was off  to a 
fast start.

2007: In MotoGP, Honda’s 
tradition of using motor sports to 
train engineers continues.
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company. The abbreviation “NH” stands for 

“Now, Next and New Honda”. It’s all about 

taking new steps now toward creating the next 
great Honda improvement.

Based on the principle of respect for the 

individual, and cherishing independence, 

fairness and trust, NH Circle participants strive 

to make their working environment even more 

positive. The strengths and initiative of each 

associate are utilized to full advantage to realize 

everyone’s unlimited potential and help the 

company improve and grow.

Each year six regional contests are held. Every 

second year, the NH Circle World Convention 

provides an opportunity for global exchange 

and education, while also giving everyone a 

chance to recognize the achievements of the 

winning teams from each regional contest. 

Since the program began in 1973, it has 

steadily grown. As of March 2006, there were 

NH Circles in 31 countries.

Including suppliers, affi  liates and dealers, 

19,776 NH Circles were active in FY2007, 

involving some 144,856 individuals.

The 2008 NH Circle World Convention will be 

held in Guangzhou, China.

associates and supervisors discuss appropriate 

steps for career development.

Independent associate initiatives
• Improvement suggestion system

Honda has a system for encouraging all 

associates to make proposals as to how the 

company’s work could be improved, whether 

in large ways or small. This is one way Honda 

seeks to encourage independence of spirit and 

innovation, fostering the growth and refi nement 

of skills and capabilities. Each year, some 100,000 

suggestions are received, and some 90% of them 

are implemented. From the time the system was 

implemented in 1953 to July 2006, approximately 

eight million suggestions were contributed.

• NH Circle activities

In NH Circle activities, associates take the 

initiative to get together to discover ways to 

improve their work, their workplace and their 

NH Circle World Convention held in the United Kingdom (November 2006)
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Keeping working hours reasonable 
& ensuring adequate vacations
Honda has always been an industry leader in 

introducing shorter workweeks. We instituted 

a fi ve-day workweek in 1972. Other initiatives 

enjoyed by associates for more than 30 

years include the banning of overtime on 

Wednesdays and some Fridays, and the 

introduction of a policy encouraging all 

associates to use their full vacation allotments. 

As a result, regular working hours in FY2007 

averaged 1,968 per associate and total 

working hours averaged 2,018. In the same 

year, associates averaged 18.56 paid vacation 

days, which puts Honda in the top tier of the 

automobile industry.

Balancing work and family life
In accordance with Japan’s introduction of 

new laws governing parental leave, Honda 

submitted a two-year plan to the Ministry of 

Health, Labor and Welfare in April 2005. 

Under this plan, Honda revised its parental 

leave policy in FY2007. Under the previous 

system, a parent could take leave until his or her 

child was 18 months old. Taking into account 

the timing of children’s admittance into day-

care institutions, the new system allows parental 

leave to be extended until the April after the 

year the child reaches the age of three. The 

provisions for exemptions from overtime have 

also been revised. Previously they applied until 

the child reached the age of three; now they 

apply until the child enters elementary school.

Honda will continue to strive to provide 

working environments that help associates 

strike a balance between work and family life, 

encouraging everyone to realize their dreams, 

take initiatives to achieve personal goals and 

pursue the careers they desire. 

Keeping everyone healthy
Honda off ers ongoing, comprehensive health 

promotion plans to encourage associates to 

stay healthy and avoid lifestyle-related illnesses. 

Associates are off ered many opportunities 

for regular exercise, an important means of 

maintaining good health. We also off er various 

forms of health management to help ensure 

that associates do not damage their health 

through overwork. Supervisors are trained 

to detect and help prevent mental health 

problems, while associates are provided 

access to counselors for guidance on health 

issues. Other forms of health guidance are also 

provided. 

Understanding the associate’s
perspective
As part of our eff ort to promote a positive 

working environment, every three years we 

survey all associates on how they feel about 

their work and working environment. The 

surveys cover a broad range of issues of concern 

to associates, and the results are applied to 

enhance personnel management and the 

working environment.

Keeping doors open
• Making sure everyone has someone 

to talk to

To help make sure everyone at Honda has a 

happy and positive working experience, Honda 

staff s the health centers at its facilities with 

professional counselors. 

• Sexual harassment policy

To help prevent sexual harassment—and 

ensure swift and appropriate resolution should 

it occur—since 1999 Honda has provided 

clear channels through which associates are 

empowered to report and discuss any incidents 

of sexual harassment or related concerns.

• Retirement planning seminars

To help associates plan for retirement, Honda 

Building Healthy Working 
Environments
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We strive to ensure workplace safety, as well 

as traffi  c safety for associates on their way to 

work. Honda is clearly defi ning its principles and 

practices and striving to be a world leader in the 

area of occupational health and safety.

In FY2007 we strengthened measures to 

ensure workplace safety, focusing on preventing 

accidents in the workplace, reducing the risk 

of fi re caused by explosions and avoiding 

occupational illness. We’re setting the bar high 

on workplace safety and applying the entire 

organization’s resources to achieve the goal of 

good health for all.

off ers life-planning seminars focusing on issues 

such as health maintenance, fi nances and active 

living. 

•  Protecting personal information

To protect associates’ personal information, 

Honda has implemented a comprehensive 

information and privacy policy.

An active labor union
Honda has a collective agreement with 

the Honda Motor Workers’ Union. The 

company and union have enjoyed cordial, 

mutually supportive relations, engaging 

regularly in frank exchanges on key issues 

such as occupational health, safety, and 

the maintenance and improvement of 

employment conditions and labor stability. 

In collective bargaining and discussions at 

the labor-management committee, both 

sides strive to appreciate the other‘s positions 

and approaches with regard to production 

and sales activities. Diff erences of opinion 

are respected. Both sides work together to 

overcome challenges, strengthen bonds of 

trust and increase mutual understanding. 

Company and union have cooperated 

in a manner worthy of Honda to create 

and maintain a strong foundation for 

the development of positive working 

environments and growth for all.

Occupational health and safety: 
our fundamental approach
In the spirit of our founder’s words, “No safety, 

no production,” and in accordance with the 

principle of respect for the individual, Honda 

considers the safety and well being of all 

associates among its principal responsibilities. 

Occupational Health and
Safety

President

Director responsible 
for health and safety

WorkplaceWorkplace Workplace

• Health and Safety Oversight Committee

Checks to ensure that all health and safety policies are being implemented 
in workplaces throughout the company in accordance with predetermined 
rules and guidelines, and reports these results to the director responsible, the 
occupational oversight committee, and the person responsible for overall 
health and safety in the workplace.

• Equipment Safety and Reliability Committee

In addition to verifying the safety of new or modifi ed equipment prior to use, 
this committee also has specialists check to confi rm that existing equipment is 
being maintained according to the rules, and then reports these results to the 
Health and Safety Management Center.

•  Mechanical Equipment Safety Standards Committee

Establishes and revises equipment safety standards in accordance with legal 
requirements and other related standards.

• Health and Safety Supervisors’ Committee

Deliberates on activities pertaining to overall occupational health and safety, 
including disaster prevention, traffic safety and health management, and 
determines specifi c policies.

• Health Management Center Directors’ Committee

Company physicians meet to deliberate and determine policies concerning 
physical examinations, health maintenance and improvement policies, 
compliance with legal reforms, and corporate inquiries.

•  Ergonomics Committee

Examines and determines policies for preventing musculoskeletal and other 
injuries due to work-related stress.

Ergonomics 
Committee

Equipment Safety 
and Reliability 

Committee

Managing director
Personnel manager

Associates’ 
Health and Safety 

Management Center

Health and Safety 
Supervisors’ 
Committee

Mechanical 
Equipment 

Safety Standards 
Committee

Health Management 
Center Directors’ 

Committee

Health and 
Safety Oversight 

Committee

Occupational health and safety promotion system
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Honda strives to increase its corporate value 
and carry out its operations from a global 
perspective. Our investor relations activities 
focus on the dissemination of information 
directed at shareholders and investors, not only 
to disclose appropriate corporate performance 
and fi nancial information, but also to accurately 
inform them in an open and timely manner 
of our advanced initiatives in such vital areas 
as environmental technology and future 
operating strategies. We also work to promote 
close dialogue, maximum understanding and 
mutual communication in our relations with 
shareholders and investors through general 
shareholders’ meetings, investor seminars and 
other activities. By building and maintaining 
an atmosphere of trust and respect, we hope 
to persuade more people to become Honda 
shareholders, and to encourage existing 
shareholders to maintain their ownership of our 
shares over the long term.

With respect to the redistribution of corporate 
profi ts to shareholders—one of the most 
important management issues—Honda’s basic 
policy for dividends is to make distributions after 
taking into account our long-term consolidated 
earnings performance. Honda will also acquire 
its own shares at optimal times with the goal of 
improving the effi  ciency and dynamism of the 
company’s capital structure. The present goal is 
to maintain a shareholder return ratio (dividends 
+ share buyback) of approximately 30%.

Investor Relations Activities:
Our Fundamental Approach

Honda’s History on Stock
Exchanges

Profi t Distribution Policy
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* On July 1, 2006, Honda 
executed a 2-for-1 share 
split
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Established in 1948, Honda Motor Co., Ltd. 
began offering its shares on the Tokyo 
over-the-counter stock market in 1954. After 

being listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange in 
1957, the shares were listed on all national 
exchanges in Japan. Overseas, the company 
issued American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) in 
1962 and, in 1977, the ADRs were listed on the 
New York Stock Exchange. Honda shares were 
listed on major exchanges worldwide: in 1981 on 
the London Stock Exchange; in 1983 on the 
Swiss Stock Exchange; and in 1985 on the Paris 
Stock Exchange (now known as Euronext Paris).
As stock exchanges and investors worldwide 
embraced increasingly "borderless" financial 
transactions, Honda is in the process of 
withdrawing from the Swiss Stock Exchange 
and Euronext Paris. (As at July 2007.)



Honda investor relations today
As a law-abiding corporate citizen, Honda 

always maintains good communications 

with shareholders and investors worldwide. 

This is accomplished by publishing accurate 

information that is useful for investment 

decisions as it becomes available, and by 

representing the company’s operations and 

fi nancial situation in a clear, factual manner. 

To fulfi ll these objectives, in addition to an 

annual report, we publish quarterly reports and 

a shareholders’ bulletin. We also hold quarterly 

meetings with representatives of the media, 

analysts and institutional investors. On the day 

our fi nancial results are released, teleconferences 

are held with overseas investors. We also hold 

quarterly meetings for principal overseas 

investors in Europe 

and North America to 

present our fi nancial 

position and future 

management plans. 

These publications 

and reports, as well 

as presentation 

materials from 

fi nancial results 

meetings, can 

be found at the Investor Relations section of 

the Honda Worldwide website (http://world.

honda.com), which also contains news on the 

corporation’s global business development and 

other informative documents. 

Honda strives to encourage investment by 

individuals. To make our shares more accessible 

to private investors, a share split was executed 

on July 1, 2006. A dividend was also issued in 

the third quarter of FY2007 in an eff ort to share 

profi ts with shareholders as expeditiously as 

possible. A sell-off  of Honda shares held by the 

Banks’ Shareholding Purchasing Corporation 

was implemented in March 2007 to further 

encourage investment by individuals. As of 

March 31, 2007, these measures resulted in 

an increase of individual shareholders to over 

180,000—three times what it had been a year 

before.

Major Initiatives in FY2007

Annual Report Quarterly ReportSemi Annual Report

To broaden understanding of its operations, Honda invites analysts and 
investors to its annual year-end presidential address (last held December 
2006)

Investor relations website content
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Communicating with shareholders
Honda considers the annual Ordinary General 

Meeting of Shareholders a vital opportunity 

to optimize communications with all of our 

shareholders. We strive to present all company 

information as clearly as possible, often 

employing illustrations and video, and fi elding 

the broadest possible range of questions and 

opinions. Displays of Honda automobiles, 

motorcycles and power products provide an 

opportunity for shareholders to examine our 

products fi rsthand. Naturally, ASIMO is sure to 

be there as well. To facilitate the participation 

of shareholders who are unable to attend in 

person, Honda has provided for Internet-based 

voting via computer or portable telephone 

since 2003, as well as for absentee voting by 

postal mail. We ensure that comprehensive 

documentation is distributed. 

In many diff erent ways, Honda invites 

shareholders to have a close look at what goes 

on inside of Honda, in the hope of enhancing 

understanding. For example, company visits 

by interested shareholders are held each 

autumn, giving us a chance to provide factory 

tours, presentations and question-and-answer 

sessions led by Honda directors.

Maintaining open dialogue with
shareholders
Honda strives to promote a clear understanding 

of its activities—not only among current 

shareholders, but also among potential 

investors as well. Investor relations must be a 

two-way street: in order to avoid engaging in 

one-sided PR, we consider it essential to listen 

carefully and act proactively on the basis of 

what the markets are saying.

Seeking to facilitate dialogue between 

the company, its shareholders and other 

investors, Honda participated in the Tokyo 

Investor Relations Panel hosted by the 

Japan Investor Relations Association (JIRA) 

in November 2006. On that occasion, Honda 

representatives explained the company’s 

dividend policy and approach to providing 

shareholder returns, and presented our 

strategy for the future before responding to 

enquiries from participants.

Shareholders on a factory tour (November 2006, Saitama Factory)

Participating in the Japan Investor Relations Association’s Tokyo Investor Relations Panel in November 2006
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